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Central Parking Board Puts
Company Up for Sale

Central Parking Corp. has hired Morgan Stanley as its
financial advisor to look at strategic alternatives, including
the sale of the company. In a news release, the company
said that the board believes that the intrinsic value of the
company is substantially higher than is currently reflected
in its stock price. 

In an interview with the Nashville Business Journal,
Company founder Monroe Carell Jr. said Central Parking
will likely be sold to a private investment firm or large real
estate investment trust and that an exit from the public
markets is in the best interests of the company. 

"More than likely, it will be a large REIT or a private
fund associated with real estate and not one of our com-
petitors," said Carell. He noted the issue of selling the com-
pany came up in December during board meetings and the
thinking now is that Central Parking would be a better val-
ue to its stockholders as a private company. 

Considering the company's stock performance - down
about a quarter since last April - the value of Central Park-
ing's real estate (estimated at $550 million) outweighs its
stock value. "I just think a company this size is, personally,
more advantageous to be a private company," he says ."It
would improve the opportunities for the stockholders." 

But Carell doesn't see any huge changes on the hori-
zon for employees. There are no guarantees, he says, but
considering the type of buyer the company will probably
find, large-scale lay-offs don't seem likely.

"I want it (buyer) to be a sound company and one that
will hopefully bring value to the company. It's a good
organization," he says. "An elimination of people (Central
Parking employees) is not likely in the long-term play of
this." 

Central Parking got its start as a small parking compa-
ny started by Carell's father in Nashville. In 1967, Carell
opened a parking operation in St. Louis and bought out his
father and other partners in 1979, becoming sole owner of
the company until it went public in 1995. Central Parking
now operates more than 3,400 parking facilities nationally
and internationally. 

During its last fiscal year, the company posted earnings
of $17.4 million compared with a loss of $4.5 million in fis-
cal year 2003. Carell owns about 17.5 percent of the com-
pany's stock and The Carell Children's Trust owns another
18.3 percent. 

Carell's employment agreement, and the agreement for
Chief Operating Officer Emanuel Eads and James Bond,
president of the company's international operations, stipu-
late that a change in control of the company would result
in payments equal to three times their base salaries and
bonuses. 
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Cincinnati, OH

www.standardparkingsystems.com

“
DOJ Extends Comment Deadline
For Notice Updating ADA Standards

Last September, the U.S. Depart-
ment of Justice (DOJ) issued for pub-
lic comment an advance notice of its
intent to update its ADA standards
based on guidelines the Board pub-
lished in July.  This notice, which
seeks input on various issues related
to the implementation of new stan-
dards, originally set a comment
deadline of January 28th.  DOJ has
extended this deadline to May 31st
so that the public has more time to
provide feedback on the issues raised.  

According to Mary Smith, VP
with Walker Parking Consultants,
this affects when the new
ADAAG/ABAAG 2004 (Guidelines for
meeting ADA) will become enforce-

able for new construction and alter-
ations, and IF existing facilities that
meet ADAAG 91 have to be upgrad-
ed to meet ADAAG/ABAAG 2004. It
states DOJ will issue a draft with
another round of comments before it
is finalized. 

She believes that the new stan-
dards will not become effective until
at the very earliest, sometime late in
2006, or more likely, in 2007. It also
gives those who are concerned with
issues more time to comment and
influence the draft, and another shot
at it before it does become final. 

Interested parties can check
www.access-board.gov for more
information.

UCSB’s Lack of Lots
Drives Need for Valet Parking

(See PT editor John Van Horn’s
comments on this article in the March 2
parkingblog. Log on to parkingblog at
www.parkingtoday.com.)

To compensate for the decreased
on-campus parking availability at the
University of California, Santa Bar-
bara, due to ongoing construction,
Transportation and Parking Services
(TPS) has implemented a free valet
service for students, faculty and staff.

The closure of two on-campus
parking lots on the west side of cam-
pus to make way for construction of
the Student Resource Building and a
parking structure has forced parking
services to double-park cars, said Bob

Sundberg, Assistant Director of TPS. 
The recently implemented

“stack parking” strategy will not cost
any money for those with a valid
permit for the lots, Sundberg said.
He noted that stack parking may
cause some delays, but that most
feedback has been positive.

Quality Parking Services will be
on-site in each parking lot daily
from 8:30 a.m. to 6 p.m., and valets
will move double-parked cars
throughout the day as more spaces
become available within lots. Sund-
berg said the valet service will con-
tinue through the end of 2005 when
Parking Structures 2 and 3 are
expected to be finished.

Rotary Preparing to Ship
3 Vehicle Lifts to Iraq

Rotary Lift is preparing to ship
three four-post lifts to Balad Airbase
in northern Iraq. According to John
Rylee, Marketing Manager at Rotary,
the ARO12 Model lifts were to be
shipped to Iraq in March. 

The lifts, manufactured at
Rotary’s headquarters in Madison,
IN, are designed for use in servicing
and aligning a wide range of cars and

trucks up to 12,000 lbs. The lifts
come standard with rolling jacks to
lift all four wheels off the runway,
and include stainless steel turn plates
and rear slip plates for four-wheel
alignments.

They will be used in vehicle main-
tenance in support of US operations in
Iraq.
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t’s called Supply Chain Management
and it’s taking automatic vehicle iden-
tification (AVI) in a new direction. You

thought that the transponder the size of a
pack of French cigarettes was the way to
go. Guess again. The new information will
be embedded in your car.

According to Sirit VP of Business
Development Fred Veinot, a technology
shift is taking place in the AVI industry.
Companies such as Sirit, Transcore, Tag-
master, Mark IV and Nedap are feeling the
impact of the “supply chain management”
side of the industry.

That refers to the ability of large retailers -- read that
Wal-Mart -- to track inventories from the time they leave
the factory until they leave the store in the hands of their
customers. This is becoming an extremely important bot-
tom-line function for these retail companies. It is so
important that Wal-Mart is driving the process to require
that tracking tags -- and the related antennas, hardware
and software -- be developed to make the system work. No
tracking tags, no sale. It’s that simple.

The problem is twofold. First, the tags. Most in the
parking industry understand that the tags cost a lot more
than Wal-Mart is willing to pay. The unit cost of existing
tags, even in the millions, would be, in some cases, more
than the cost of the item to which it was attached.
Although the tagging of individual items is five to six years
out, volume has done its job.

Integrated circuit manufacturers such as Texas Instru-
ments and Philips have developed low-cost tags that have
no battery and can be read from 25 to 30 feet away. These
chips, each the size of a pinhead, are becoming readily
available. 

Which leads to the second problem. 
What about the fact that without a battery the tag has

limited power to return its unique identification code to
the reader? Veinot points out that it’s the lack of power on
the tag that’s the heart of the issue. “There are a number of
different tag technologies,” he says. “The trick is to devel-
op a reader that can read them all and that has sufficient
receiver sensitivity to pick up that tag despite its lack of
power, and in the relatively unkind environment of a
warehouse.”

In a vehicle situation -- say, on a toll road -- he points
out, you know exactly where the car will be and the loca-
tion of the tag within a few feet, and you can compute the
probable speed of the vehicle. In a warehouse, there are
many more variables, including distance, speed and the

location of the tags inside packing materials. The idea is to
develop a reader/antenna system that will read the tags in
all these variable situations.

And it’s happening. To meet Wal-Mart’s requirements,
industry engineers have redesigned the reader/antenna
technology to fit the company’s needs. “Think about it,”
said Veinot. “Wal-Mart alone will order hundreds of thou-
sands of tags.” And there will be others right behind them.
This technology shift would not have been possible with-
out the market pull of a Wal-Mart. 

The concerns about the vehicle chip technology are
being discussed by the automobile industry. The US
Department of Transportation will begin requiring that
transponders of some kind be in every vehicle manufac-
tured after a certain date. The automakers want to ensure
that they settle on a technology standard that fits their
needs. AVI manufacturers are meeting with the automo-
bile companies to determine a standard for the technology
to be used in vehicles.

This all brings further information as to what the use
for the embedded AVI in vehicles would be. Veinot says
that one area is safety. Reader/antenna arrays along the
roadside could provide vehicles with collision-avoidance
information. In addition, these systems could allow vehi-
cles to communicate with one another, and they could
allow vehicles to make certain decisions such as the order
of air bag deployment based on information from other
vehicles already in an accident.

Of course, embedded tags could be used to find stolen
vehicles, and such tags could be read by parking opera-
tions and toll road operators -- assuming they have the
reader/antenna technology on hand to do so.

The technology is on its way. 

John Van Horn is editor of Parking Today. 
He can be reached at editor@parkingtoday.com.

I
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By John Van Horn

AVI:
The Next Generation

New AVI tags, 3/4 of an inch high, seven inches long. Can be permanently installed in
car (bottom) or on Velcro (top) so it can be moved.

PT
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ou can pay for your parking
by cash, credit card or debit
card. But what are the other

ways to pay? A group in Toronto
has come up with payment
options that have some cities and
operators taking notice.

Mint Inc. has been developing
alternative payment methods for
the past few years. One way -- pay-
by-cellphone -- is relatively famil-
iar to Parking Today readers. At
least one other company, Verrus
out of Vancouver, BC, is active in
this part of the market offering
cellphone payment support. 

Each company thinks it has a
better mousetrap, but essentially it
works like this:

You first sign up as a member
of the parking group represented
in the city, garage or surface lot.
You do that on the spot on your cellphone or on the Inter-
net. You leave your credit card number with the sponsoring
company.

Then you simply call a toll-free number and enter in
the lot number (or area of the city) where you are parking.
That information is found on signs supplied by the pay-by-
cellphone vendor. If appropriate, you can enter the amount
of time you plan to stay. (This depends on the rules set
forth by the city or parking operator.)

That’s it. When you return, you drive away. In some
instances, you can call and stop your parking charges
(assuming you got back earlier that you originally thought).
In other cases, the system can call and remind you that you
are running out of parking and you can simply add more
without returning to you car to feed the parking fees.

Enforcement is done by an enforcement officer down-
loading license numbers from the central system on either
cellphone, PDA or ticket-writing equipment. If the license
number is there, OK; if not, a ticket is written. That can be
done automatically if the system has been interfaced with
enforcement equipment. 

Of course, there are other ways to check the vehicles,
including license plate recognition systems mounted on
enforcement vehicles and cameras on the ticket writers
themselves. The beauty of the system is that no hardware
or software is required. It’s completely virtual.

That’s one alternative way to collect money, but what
about another?

Working with the City of Toronto, Mint Inc. has devel-
oped a parking debit card. It enables the parker to put a cer-
tain amount of money on the card and then track its usage.

This is perfect for businesses with
staff that spends the day in and out
of their cars throughout the city.
Rather than a ton of receipts each
month for expenses, the company
gets a printout that shows where
the person has parked throughout
the month and how much was
charged against the card. 

Since the card isn’t a charge
card, the liability of the company
can be limited to the amount it
wishes to be placed on the card.
While this system may seem com-
plicated for some applications --
Mint software makes most of the
accounting transparent to the
company involved -- it does fulfill
a need in applications where busi-
nesses have to track employees and
where people can’t get a credit card
for some reason. The system

enables them to use cash to charge up the card and then
use it for parking and other places that accept it. 

“The key to all these different types of payment,” says
Robert Elensky, CEO of Mint Inc., “is having as much cov-
erage as possible. That is, all types need to be accepted
everywhere.” In that way, he adds, people will become
familiar with all the different ways money is collected for
parking and will use the method that best fits their situa-
tion. “It’s the reporting system that makes the system
work,” Elensky says. “We are ‘device agnostic.’ We don’t
care what type of card one uses or how the parking compa-
ny, city or facility owner wishes to market the program. We
have the information and can process it in any way the cus-
tomer wants.”

Elensky’s company is focusing on the major metropoli-
tan areas, working with municipalities, higher ed and pri-
vate operators to have their array of payment methods
accepted throughout North America.

Mint Inc. sees itself as a payment facilitator. In the case
of the Toronto Parking Authority, it worked with TPA staff
to meet the requirements they had. The main one was that
the Authority wanted to ensure that it had a record of all
transactions on its central systems, as well as on Mint’s. The
credit card approach made this possible, as the cards are
processed through the TPA’s normal online processing sys-
tem; however, those records are sent to Mint, rather than
to the processing company.

“I wanted to have a record in my system of all transac-
tions,” said Maurice Anderson, head of the Authority. “This
way I can do it and give my customers the accounting
reports and payment flexibility they want.”

Y
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Is an Alternative Payment 
System a Way to ‘Mint’ Money?

By John Van Horn

PT

Lorne Persiko, head of development and real estate
for the Toronto Parking Authority, holds a parking
debit card developed specifically for the Authority.
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Editor’s Note: The following article is
taken from Parking News, the UK’s
parking bible and house organ of the
British Parking Association. 

laywright George Bernard
Shaw said that Britain and the

US were two countries divided by a
common language. But the differ-
ences go deeper than that, as Bob
Barnes  points out. -- Editor, Parking
News 

Over here …
In Europe, pay-and-display (P&D)

parking is a mature business. Virtual-
ly all major cities on this side of the
Atlantic have well-established instal-
lations, and the industry is now large-
ly in a replacement phase. Machines
installed up to 15 years ago are reach-
ing the end of their natural lives. In
replacing them, many operators are
keen to adopt the technological inno-
vations that have been introduced in
recent years. Centralization, solar
power, credit card and mobile phone
payment schemes, alphanumeric key-
pads, etc., are all examples of the
sophisticated solutions now available. 

… over there
In the US, pay-and-display is in its infancy. The sin-

gle-space parking meter (SSPM) was invented in the States
and has been familiar to American drivers since the 1930s.
Both the clockwork and the battery-powered versions
introduced subsequently are still in widespread use. While
the initial costs of such machines may be relatively low,
their inherent unreliability and vulnerability increase the
cost-of-ownership and lead to revenue losses. On this side
of the Atlantic, they are regarded as an outmoded con-
cept. 

Americans can be very conservative and do not wel-
come change. They have always depended more heavily
on their cars than have Europeans. Whilst over here the
most dedicated “couch potato” might walk to the nearest
newsagent, tobacconist, pub or bar, our American cousins
will get into their cars just to cross the highway.

Consequently, P&D parking has been viewed as hard

work Stateside – drivers not only have
to walk farther to a parking terminal
than a SSPM, but they also have to
return to stick a ticket on their wind-
shields. However, a number of factors
are winning hearts and minds in
favor of P&D.

Change is under way 
Surprisingly, one of the main

reasons that US municipal authori-
ties are keen to do away with SSPM’s
is to tidy up the urban landscape.
There are estimated to be between 2
million and 3 million of the
machines across the continent, lin-
ing street after street and littering
shopping malls and airports. Replac-
ing them with P&D terminals will
reduce the visual impact of street
furniture enormously.

The increasing cost of parking is
also putting paid to parking meters.
In being mainly coin-only machines,
they cannot support the range of
alternative payment methods -- bank
notes, credit/debit cards or mobile
phones -- that can be provided in
P&D terminals. 

Whilst in Europe we have high-
denomination coinage, the highest-
value coin in common circulation in
the US is the 25 cents or “quarter”;

low-value banknotes also tend to predominate there. P&D
terminals destined for the North American market there-
fore have to be equipped with either credit card function-
ality or banknote readers, in addition to coin handlers.
Like their European counterparts, US operators are equal-
ly keen to implement the latest, sophisticated P&D solu-
tions, e.g., centralized monitoring and control, card pay-
ment and mobile phone schemes, solar power, etc.

Revenues up 45% 
Theft and vandalism are helping to drive out SSPM’s

too. The US parking press recently reported that one West
Coast city authority has lost the use of half of its 1,050
meters following attacks on the machines. 

Well-designed P&D terminals are far more robust and
provide sophisticated locking devices and multi-level pro-
tection for cash, whilst their ability to produce audit trails
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‘We Say Car Park – 
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is a powerful weapon in combating fraud. Alternative pay-
ment methods also reduce the quantities of cash that
have to be collected and accounted for, reducing still fur-
ther the opportunities for theft. 

In the US towns and cities that have replaced meters
with P&D, the authorities have seen parking revenues
increase by up to 45%, without increasing their rates! It is
a similar situation with regard to pay-on-foot (POF) park-
ing systems.

Revenues in a large number of car parks (or garages,
as they prefer to call them Stateside) are still collected by
attendants, making operators vulnerable to theft and
fraud. Switching to a combination of barrier-controlled
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entry/exit lanes and automatic pay
stations could help increase revenues
for many garages.

Good for business
The size of the North American

market is very attractive to manufac-
turers of parking systems. However,

winning contracts can be a long,
drawn-out process in such a conser-
vative marketplace. The municipal
authorities generally want to run
extensive customer trials before
changing from SSPM’s to P&D. 

The US democratic process
demands that everyone’s views,
including those of individual citi-
zens, are taken into account before a
final decision is made. And that is
before the contract lawyers get start-
ed! 

A recently won order to provide

a P&D system for a major US city
took two years from the initial
invitations to tender to the order
being issued – and that is proving
to be the rule, rather than the
exception.

On the plus side, we have
found that the satellite towns that
surround major US cities are more
likely to opt for the same equip-
ment and systems as their larger
neighbors than is the case on this
side of the Atlantic. 

Show business 
Whilst there is just one park-

ing association in the UK, the
interests of the US industry are
represented by three national
organizations, together with a
number of regional associations in
individual states or groups of
states. 

It is interesting to note that
two of the national parking exhi-
bitions have very limited opening
hours. Held in resorts such as Fort
Lauderdale and Miami Beach, the
surrounding golf courses seem to
play a large part in the way busi-
ness is conducted!

However the parking systems
business differs on either side of
the Atlantic, “Vive la difference!”

Bob Barnes is Operations Director,
Northern Europe and Vice President,
North America for Parkeon.
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structures for parking lots (except for dealerships), they are
beginning to appear at airports in  long-term parking, in
departure and arrival areas, and at bus and shuttle stops. 

And let’s not forget the pedestrian. Some fabrics can
withstand extreme weather conditions: wind loads of more
than 110 mph, hail and heavy snow loads, and extreme
temperatures. 

Auto dealerships in Texas have learned that the struc-
tures they purchased to protect their inventory from hail-
storms also cut insurance rates by thousands of dollars.
“Our shade systems are constructed of a high-density, poly-
ethylene, manmade fabric that causes softball-size hail to
simply bounce off,” Haymann said. 

In the hotter climates, exposed parking areas are prone
to heat buildup because of the vehicles and the dark, paved
surfaces, which are commonly made of heat-holding mate-
rials. Adding shade structures to the parking areas extends
the life of the lot by protecting it from heat, rain and hail.
Vehicles are also protected, and for retail and commercial
zones, shading keeps customers and employees more com-
fortable. 

“Temperatures underneath fabric shade structures can
be more than 15 degrees cooler than the surrounding air,”
said Haymann. 

“At the end of the day after traveling across the coun-
try,” said DFW’s Hedges, “our visitors who parked under
the protective shade systems can expect to return to a
much cooler vehicle than the ones not covered.” 

According to Bruce Wright, editor of Fabric Architec-
ture magazine, architects are increasingly recognizing the
need for shading, which in turn has led to greater use of
shading elements on buildings. Part of that can be attrib-
uted to the increasing demand by building regulation
authorities for sustainable design responses from develop-
ers and builders. Architects are finding that fabric shading
elements can be an economical and practical method of
meeting those requirements.
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hile the United States has been slow to use fabric
structures to cover parking lots, they are begin-
ning to appear all over the country at long-term

parking at airports.
Today’s architect has a tough decision to make when it

comes to creating structures for covering automobiles.
Steel, glass, concrete and wood structures are being used for
porte-cocheres, carports and garages. However, more and
more architects and owners are realizing that architectural-
grade fabric is an ideal solution. As a result, fabric structures
are fast becoming a  visible part of the “transportation
architecture.” 

Not that they’re a new form of shelter. Fabric structures
have been designed to cover people, animals and man’s
newest best friend, the automobile. They have taken center
stage at car dealerships, rental car facilities and airport park-
ing establishments.

The airiness, the diffused light and the eye-popping
designs of fabric structures – not to mention the affordabil-
ity of being 35% to 45% lighter than their solid-roofed
counterparts – are catching on.

“With the lower price tag that accompanies most fabric
structures and the appeal of their temperature-cooling
properties, fabric shade structures are appearing at recre-
ational facilities, water parks and increasingly at auto deal-
erships and airports,” said Basil Haymann, CEO of USA
Shade & Fabric Structures, Inc., the largest shade manufac-
turer in the US.

Synthetic materials such as polyethylene are used in
most fabric structures today, making them fade- and tatter-
resistant, strong beyond belief, and able to block out up to
95% of the sun’s harmful UVB rays. The latest materials
also boast a waterproof feature. And creative engineering
has enabled them to bear significant wind loads.

Haymann noted: “Fabric structures do something sol-
id-roofed structures cannot -- they breathe.” Fabric is per-
meable, so as hot air rises through it, that reduces the tem-
peratures under the structures by as much as 15 degrees.
“Fabric architecture pioneered in Australia and South Africa
[up to] 40 years ago creates a natural air-conditioning sys-
tem for brutal climates.”

“The systems offer shade without creating an atmos-
phere of darkness, since they are able to allow reduced lev-
els of light, while blocking heat and sun,” said Gary
Hedges, Director of Revenue Management at Dallas/Fort
Worth International Airport. 

Fabric also can soften the clinical feel of hard walls,
bare concrete and floor materials.  "Fabrics offer an imme-
diate impact on passersby and reinforce a long-term posi-
tive association with a specific locale or area,” said Erasmo
Nava, partner at SolkaNavaTorno, architects for the Corpus
Christi (TX) International Airport shade system project. 

Vehicle Protection 
While the United States has been slow to use fabric
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Fabric structures have very few components. In most
cases, they are just steel, fabric, cables and hardware. The
choice for each component affects the others. Issues also
include span, size, availability, cost and building codes.  

Additional Uses 
Fabric structures also are ideal temporary solutions dur-

ing construction or phasing of large-scale developments.
They can be easily moved and are designed in a systems
approach so modules can be added or subtracted as neces-
sary.

Today, more and more fabric structures are being
designed for shade only. Structural mesh and perforated
fabrics are being specified because of the need for shade,
the need to allow the elements to go through the material
and the need for a space to “see through and be seen.”

Let’s not forget the architectural aesthetic quality of a
fabric structure. Light and aerodynamic, these structures --
designed and engineered for local building codes -- provide
a lasting impression. They can transform existing space,
provide a focal point for new construction or be the theme
for an entire project.

“The new shade systems at our north lot parking added
not only to the number of covered parking spaces, but to
the aesthetics of the building as well,” said DFW’s Hedges.

“The reaction of our visitors [at Corpus Christi airport]
has been very positive,” said architect Nava. “Aesthetic
qualities increase the value of the fabric covers, as they add
to the overall attractiveness of a  site. It makes the plain
Jane parking lot appear more  artsy.” 

Shade systems for airport parking can be designed in a
variety of fabrics and colors to cover a number of different
assets. 

“The bright colors available and the potential design
possibilities widen construction choices,” Haymann said,
“since the covers can be a marketing tool, as well as a facili-
ty amenity.” 

Jay Jensen is Marketing Director for USA Shade & Fabric
Structures, Inc. He can be reached at Jay4USAShade@aol.com.
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